Accurately drawing 3D objects is difficult for untrained individuals, as it requires an understanding of perspective and its effects on geometry and proportions.
Introduction
The ability to draw real-world objects is a useful and important skill across many disciplines. Product designers draw daily as they generate and refine product ideas, fine artists may spend hours in figure drawing classes learning how to replicate a shape from the real world, while hobbyists use sketches for visual expression. Still, sketching requires skill and practice. One of the major challenges in drawing real-world objects is learning to draw what you see rather than what you know [Edwards 1999] . A simple cylinder, for example, is known to have a circular cross-section with equal widths at the top and bottom. However, when we actually see a cylinder, it is subject to perspective distortion: circles become ellipses while projected radii diminish with distance from the viewer.
Tutorials are commonly employed to teach novices how to draw a specific object using correct drawing practices. Manual authoring such tutorials requires significant expertise and time commitment even for trained artists. Consequently, objects and viewpoints in existing tutorials tend to be limited and are chosen by the expert, rather than the users of the tutorials. To address these issues, we present an approach for automatically generating easy-to-follow tutorials for drawing part-segmented 3D models from user specified viewpoints. Figure 1 shows parts of a tutorial generated by our systhis notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. © 2017 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. I3D '17, February 25 -27, 2017 , San Francisco, CA, USA ISBN: 978-1-4503-4886-7/17/03. . . $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10. 1145/3023368.3023371 tem and the drawing by one of our study participants based on that tutorial. Our algorithm targets man-made objects where part relations and proportions tend to be inherently meaningful and crucial for accurate depiction.
Inspired by instructional books and online tutorials, we take explicit steps to make a sketching tutorial easy-to-follow: (i) focus on accurate inter-part proportions and relations via a drawing scaffold, followed by detailing of the object contour; (ii) proceed in a coarse-to-fine fashion, where object parts are abstracted as primitives (e.g., cuboids, cylinders) over several levels of detail to build up said scaffold; (iii) propose a particular drawing order among the scaffolding primitives such that those sketched later can be easily anchored (i.e., drawn with guidance) off already drawn primitives; and (iv) provide explicit steps for the construction of guidelines to accurately anchor the scaffolding primitives.
Our key observation is that in easy-to-follow tutorials the dimensions and arrangements of object-parts tend to have ratios that are easy to construct. For example, it is easier to construct the center line of a rectangular face compared to its one-fifth line. Tutorial authors choose to construct with such 'easy ratios' to simplify the drawing process and to focus on the procedure, rather than incidental and arbitrary measurements (see Figure 2 ). To apply this technique to existing objects, How2Sketch proposes small geometric changes while keeping overall deviations from the source model minimal. Since in each step new primitives and guidelines are anchored with respect to those drawn in the previous steps, the ordering of steps significantly affects the simplicity of ratios that can be employed, and the incurred geometric approximations. This tight interdependence between ordering of primitives and their geometric changes makes the problem non-trivial. A further challenge is to preserve the original inter-part relationships of objects, even under geometric perturbations. For example, in Figure 1 the coaxial relationship between the mixer bowl and mixer blade is preserved.
Technically, we map the geometric adjustment and ordering of parts to a single selection problem. We first generate a set of potential candidate primitives by enumerating different anchoring possibilities. Since such anchoring requires drawing guidelines, and some guidelines are easier to construct than others, the algorithm prefers anchoring possibilities that rely on easy-to-construct guidelines, such as the top edge, bottom edge, center line, etc., of existing primitives. Our key insight is that the problem of geometric adjustment and ordering of parts can be simultaneously solved by selecting an appropriate subset from the candidate primitives, in order to balance between geometric changes and ease of constructing necessary guidelines. We test our algorithm on a range of examples and evaluate our algorithmically generated easy-to-follow tutorials with a user study, which finds that H2S tutorials can help both with objective as well as perceived accuracy of sketches, and are easier to follow.
Related Work
Assisted drawing. Various applications have been proposed to assist a user in sketching: Correcting user input based on geometric analysis of the users input strokes [Igarashi and Hughes 2001; Bae et al. 2008; Schmidt et al. 2009b] ; relying on an underlying image to guide the user [Iarussi et al. 2013; Xie et al. 2014; Benedetti et al. 2014; Fernando et al. 2014] ; or using crowdsourced data (e.g., many sketches) to improve the users drawing [Dixon et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2011; Gingold et al. 2012; Limpaecher et al. 2013; SimoSerra et al. 2016] at a local stroke level.
Our focus is on suggesting a meaningful drawing order and easy-toconstruct guides for accurate depiction of perspective and proportions. Stroke correction or beautification is orthogonal to our main contribution and may be used to complement the contour drawing phase of our tutorials. Other assisted sketching systems take as input 2D sketches and interpret them as 3D curve networks [Xu et al. 2014] . More advanced methods [Shao et al. 2012; Iarussi et al. 2015; Pan et al. 2015] use 2D input to infer 3D geometry or surface normals for complex shading. We focus on the automatic generation of sketching tutorials, rather than automatic inference based on the sketched curves.
Tutorials. A good tutorial greatly facilitates understanding. Many attempts have been made to automatically generate high-quality tutorials for different applications. A digital drawing tutorial system was proposed by Fernquist et al. [2011] that allows an expert to create tutorials for novices. Tutorial generation systems [Takagi et al. 2003; Cummmings et al. 2012] for specific sketching tasks have also been proposed, for example drawing a single scene with pre-defined objects, or 'eyes. ' Grabler et al. [2009] developed a tutorial system for photo manipulation tasks. In contrast, we focus on generating for sketching 3D models of man-made objects.
Drawing expertise. Tchalenko [2007] found that novices and professional artists have comparable accuracy when performing basic line drawing tasks (straight lines and simple curves). However, in a follow-up study [Tchalenko 2009 ], he showed that when copying complex artworks, novices made significantly more errors than artists. The main difference in drawing strategy was that experts divided complex lines into easy-to-draw short segments. Schmidt et al. [2009a] found that experts made qualitatively similar errors to non-artists, indicating that perspective drawing is hard, even for trained users. Particularly for off-axis viewing angles, drawing error increased significantly. In an observational study, Grimm [2011] found that artists commonly used a coarse-to-fine strategy starting with blocking shapes and finishing by drawing detailed items at the end. How2Sketch assists the user by breaking the drawing process up into basic steps that are easy to execute and by explicitly indicating vanishing line directions.
Line drawings. Many methods for generating stylized artistic renderings of objects have been proposed (see [Kyprianidis et al. 2013] for a survey). We leverage stylization to visually distinguish the various line types of our tutorials (perspective lines, guides, contours, etc). Other researchers investigated which features artists typically draw to convey 3D shape [DeCarlo et al. 2003; DeCarlo et al. 2004; Burns et al. 2005; DeCarlo and Rusinkiewicz 2007] . Fu et al. [2011] and Liu et al. [2014] infer plausible contour ordering from 2D and 3D inputs, respectively. While the derived sequences are plausible, they are not tailored for tutorials and do not provide specific guidelines to make them easy to follow. 
Learning How to Sketch
To inform the design of How2Sketch we studied several drawing books [Edwards 1999; Eissen and Steur 2007; Eissen and Steur 2011] , consulted various sketching websites (e.g., Sketch-ADay [2016] , Draw-A-Box [2016] ), carried out an expert interview with a professional artist, and participated in a drawing course.
Through this process we found that effective tutorials for drawing 3D objects typically include the following:
• Parts are approximated by geometric primitives: Plane, cubes and cylinders are heavily used to approximate shapes. They are easy to construct and verify visually.
• Steps are coarse-to-fine: First, the overall object is scaffolded with approximate shapes, followed by finer contour details. Primitives are drawn sequentially, in optimized order.
• Anchor shapes to each other: Shapes are drawn with respect to previously drawn shapes, to aid with correct placement and proportions. Instructions for positing shapes relative to each other use simple measurements (e.g., draw box half way down the side, draw circle in the center of the rectangle), etc.
• Vanishing lines for perspective: Vanishing points are explicitly indicated to aid the user to draw correctly.
How2Sketch supports the above tutorial features as follows:
(a) Scaffolding primitives. How2Sketch utilizes scaffolding primitives to geometrically approximate each segmented object part. The system supports planes, cuboids, cylinders, and truncated pyramids, as they allow for planar guidelines to be used, which are simple to construct, and cover a wide range of shapes. (Note that in our visualization, cylinders are shown as axis-aligned bounding boxes, since the box faces are used for providing guidance for drawing ellipses for cylinder caps.) In addition to scaffolding, we guide users in drawing ellipses to better approximate some shapes.
(b) Ordering. Our algorithm provides the relative ordering of the scaffolding primitives. Further, How2Sketch offers detailed, sequenced instructions for constructing primitives.
(c) Placement, alignment, and proportions. We support a set of coplanar guidelines (see Figure 4) . Given a face ABCD, its diagonals help construct the 1 ⁄2 line EF (Figure 4a ). Two levels of 1 ⁄2 lines produce a 1 ⁄4 line GH ( Figure 4b ); while intersecting a diagonal BD with line CE produces a 1 ⁄3 line IJ (Figure 4c ). Similarly, we support extrusion towards a vanishing point as in Figure 4d where ABCD is extended by reflection to form BCLK such that AB = AK. Finally, we also support alignment, as in Figure 4e , M N is aligned with MN.
(d) Perspective. To provide perspective information, we show the
Figure 4: Our system supports different forms of guidelines for drawing coplanar proportions (a-d), for anchoring alignments (e), and for previewing 2-point perspectives (f). Please refer to Sec. 3.
vanishing points (if within the drawing area) and also show the vanishing lines leading to them ( Figure 4f ). How2Sketch supports sketching in 2-point and 3-point perspective.
Generating Sketch Sequences
Given a 3D object (S) segmented into parts and a desired viewpoint, our goal is to establish an easy-to-follow sequence for drawing the object, starting with the scaffolding and progressing to the contour details. We make it easier to draw the scaffold by actively making small part-level geometric changes to facilitate relative anchoring using a set of guidelines.
As described in Section 3, we have adopted simple procedures to accurately draw guidelines at easy-to-construct ratios ( 1 ⁄2, 1 ⁄3, 1 ⁄4, 1×, 2×, etc). Object part positions and sizes in the original models, however, rarely conform to such ratios. Hence, we propose to candidate for the i-th part primitive with (anchoring) parent from the j-th part primitive, where k denotes the k-th such instance C * i set of all the candidate primitives generated for part primitive Pi χ (X) indicator variable corresponding to the selection of X Λ assignment of indicator variables denoting a set of selected candidates modify object parts, so that they end up with part relationships that are easy to draw. We motivate this choice twofold: (i) Scaffolding primitives in tutorials like those generated by H2S are already approximations of real geometry and thus contain a measure of error. Some of this error can actually be compensated by adjusting the fit of contours within the scaffold.
(ii) Accurate estimation of lengths and ratios is difficult, even for experts, so errors are almost unavoidable. By enforcing that parts relate via simple ratios for which reasonable geometric constructs can guide the user H2S can minimize per-part error and make better global decisions about how to distribute the overall error.
Our algorithm proceeds in three main stages (see Figure 3 ): (i) generating part-level primitives and encoding inter-primitive relations;
(ii) creating primitive candidates based on various inter-primitive anchorings strategies; and (iii) selecting a valid and desirable set of primitives among the candidate selections. The result implicitly encodes how to geometrically modify each part (both their dimension and placement), and in which order to draw them. Intuitively, our algorithm produces an easy-to-follow primitive drawing sequence at the cost of deviating from the original geometry in a controlled fashion. We now elaborate each step. Please refer to Table 1 for symbols used in the following.
Generating Primitives and Inter-part Relations
H2S takes as input a pre-segmented 3D model and abstracts the model parts with primitive shapes. In our implementation we support planes, cuboids, cylinders, and truncated pyramids (see Figure  5a ). For each part of the input model S, we use least-squares to fit different axis-aligned primitive types and take the one with the smallest residual. In case of ties, we prefer the simpler primitive. We denote the primitive for the i-th part as Pi (the type of primitive is not explicitly indicated in this notation).
Man-made objects often have dominant inter-part relations. We found it desirable to preserve such relations in the generated tutorials. Hence, we first detect such inter-part relations and later preserve them in the generated tutorials. We simply test (see [Mehra et al. 2009 ]) each pair of primitives Pi and Pj for any (supported) relations. In our implementation, we handle coplanar, coaxial, and common bisector plane relations. In case of multiple relations between a pair of primitives, we prefer common bisector plane over coaxial over coplanar. We represent a relation using a binary variable Ri,j where i and j respectively denote the primitives Pi and Pj (type of relation is not explicitly indicated in this notation). If a relation is present, we mark Ri,j = 1 and Ri,j = 0 otherwise. Figure 5 shows some examples.
Creating Candidate Primitives
We now describe the candidate primitive generation step that creates additional primitives based on possible anchoring strategies. We use C * i to denote the set of all the candidate primitives generated corresponding to the primitive part Pi. Since the original primitives (e.g. P1, P2 and P3 in Figure 6 ) are always candidates, we start with C * i := {Pi}. We generate candidate primitives in three stages:
(i) For each pair of primitives Pi and Pj, we generate candidates of the form C k j→i , where j → i indicates that a candidate is generated for primitive part Pi and is anchored off Pj with k denoting different anchoring possibilities. For example, parts can be anchored based on different guidelines described in Section 3 for different face-or plane-based anchors. We append these candidates to the respective candidate sets as: Figure 6b ).
(ii) The small part modifications introduced during anchoring in step (i) may violate some of the relations Ri,j. For each pair of primitives (Pi, Pj) sharing a relation, we add additional primitives to their candidate sets to restore the relations. Specifically, corresponding to a candidate of the form C k j→i (created in stage (i)), we create a new candidate of the form
are similarly related as in Pi ↔ Pj. We append all such relationbased additional candidate primitives to the respective candidate sets, i.e., C * i ← C * i ∪ C k i→j (see Figure 6c ). Note that in the above a candidate is allowed to be anchored from one or multiple parents, as each axis can be independently anchored. Additionally a candidate can be partially unguided (e.g., the width and length of cuboid is guided but the height is not) or completely unguided (e.g., it is simply the input primitive) (see Figure 6) . We defer further details to the implementation section.
(iii) We allow second-level candidates, i.e., candidate primitives as generated above are allowed to act as anchors for other primitives creating a hierarchy. To this end, we simply iterate one more time stage (i) and (ii) (e.g., in Figure 6d candidates C k 1→2 create secondlevel candidates for P3). Note that before starting this step, we remove the undesirable candidate primitives with large changes in geometry or relative placements (more details in the implementation section).
At the end of this stage, we have a set of candidates for each part Pi of the input model resulting in the super set of candidate primitives of the form {C * i} (see Figure 7 ).
Selecting Candidate Primitives
Having generated multiple candidates, our remaining task is to select a set of valid and optimal candidates, as explained next.
Valid candidate sets. We first characterize the notion of valid selections. We use indicator variables χ(X) to denote if a candidate primitive X is selected (i.e., χ(X) = 1) or not (i.e., χ(X) = 0).
Among the various possible selections, not all the subsets of candidates of the form Λ constitute valid selections. A valid selection of candidates should satisfy three conditions: (1) for each part of S, exactly one candidate primitive should be selected; (2) if a selected candidate primitive is anchored off one or more parent (candidate) primitives, then its parent primitive(s) must also be selected; (3) if any two primitives Pi and Pj share a relation, then their corresponding selected candidate primitives should also respect the same relation.
We now express the above conditions in terms of the indicator variables in Λ. (a) We encode (1) as
(b) We encode (2) as a quadratic constraint involving the binary selection variables as 
This condition disallows χ(C k * i ) = 1 AND χ(C k * j ) = 1, i.e., candidate primitives that do not share the same relation as their primitive parts cannot be jointly selected. Thus, a selection Λ is valid if and only if Equations 1-3 are all satisfied. Among all such valid selection sets, we next determine which one is the most desirable. Figure 7 shows a set of candidate primitives and a valid selection. Note that as each candidate primitive has a unique id and anchoring hierarchy, the constraints prevent dependency loops from being created.
Sequencing sketching as a selection problem. We balance the error due to making changes to the geometry with the difficulty of drawing arising from anchoring. Specifically, we consider unanchored parts to be most difficult to sketch. Further, among the anchored ones, we consider a primitive easier to draw if it requires fewer guides. We model this difficulty of drawing as the cost Ee(C k j→i ) with a lower cost denoting easier to draw (see "Error functions", below). The total cost is expressed as:
Selecting any primitive, however, incurs an associated error that we indicate as E d (C k j→i ) due to deviation from original geometry. So, the total data cost of selecting a set of primitives is:
with a higher cost indicating larger geometric deviations from the original parts.
Thus, we arrive at the final formulation for desirable selection as,
subject to Equations (1)-(3) to ensure a valid selection. Thus, we have formulated our problem as a quadratically constrained linear program.
Error functions. The above formulation requires metrics for Ee and E d . We use the following metrics in our implementation.
For the difficulty of drawing term Ee(C k j→i ), we associate a higher cost for anchors that are harder to replicate (e.g., requiring more construction lines). Specifically, we set the cost to the number of guidelines divided by the area of the parent plane where construction lines are to be drawn. This encourages fewer guides but also using planes/faces with larger areas for drawing sketch guides. (The effect of viewpoint is only considered at runtime as discussed in Section 5).
For the data error E d (C k j→i ), we sum the changes in length along each axis, normalized by the original axis length, with the translation of the midpoint of each axis, again normalized by the input axis length. For an unguided axis we set the data error to the maximum of 2 to discourage unguided candidates.
Final drawing order. The solution to the above optimization directly gives us both the ordering and the size and location modifications of the parts. The ordering is represented as a directed graph, and we gain the final linear ordering via topological sorting. Note that the directed graph may have a fork in the ordering of candidates primitives. This implies that the relative drawing order of certain primitives are not specified. We break such ties only at runtime once the user selects a view (see Section 5).
Implementation details
We now clarify some implementation details. The 3D models were downloaded (e.g., from Turbosquid) and manually part segmented (if part level segmentation was missing). Segments that are not well approximated by one of the primitives described above can be represented as a custom primitive (e.g., line) but such primitives are excluded from our optimization step. Instead, their positions are updated after optimization by enforcing existing relational constraints with optimized primitives.
The candidate primitive generation works in two steps: first, we use the coplanar relations to generate candidate planes c k i→j , and then depending on the primitive type we combine the planes to create a complete primitive C k i→j (here, lowercase c indicates a candidate plane rather than a complete primitive, C). This choice unifies candidate primitive generation across primitive types (recall cylinders are processed based on their axis-aligned bounding box).
For each pairwise coplanar relation Ri,j we have two participating planes in Pi and Pj: at this stage the relation is undirected and we produce candidate planes using both combinations c k j→i and c k i→j . To generate a candidate plane, each axis is considered independently then all combinations of axis pairs are used to create planes c k i→j . An axis can be anchored by the parent plane using the end points of the same axis. This means there are several anchoring possibilities. For example, anchoring the vertical axis of Pi on Pj might involve anchoring the top edge of Pi to the 1 ⁄3 line of Pj and the bottom edge Pi to the bottom edge of Pj. An alternative might be to anchor the top edge of Pi to the 1 ⁄3 line of Pj and the bottom edge Pi to 1 ⁄4 line of Pj. We initially generate all such candidates but to reduce the number of candidates to select from we discard those where an axis length or translation change by more than 10% of the input length.
Having generated all the candidate planes using all the pairwise relations, we generate complete primitives by combining the different planes based on the primitive type. To generate a complete cuboid primitive, for example, we find the missing height axis from one of the other planes to complete the primitive. For truncated pyramids we combine top and bottom planes with a height axis to make a truncated pyramid. Finally, we repeat this process but use the first level candidates as the parent primitives to generate second level candidates.
We use the Gurobi Solver [Gurobi Optimization 2015] to solve the quadratically constrained LP as described above. Typically the solver takes 1-2 minutes in the presented examples.
Presenting Sketch Sequences
The sequence generated in Section 4 provides primitive ordering, sketching guidelines, and adjusted part geometry for drawing the scaffolding of the object. H2S tutorials can be adapted further based on the user chosen viewpoint and user indicated drawing level (novice/apprentice/master), which can be controlled interactively. Our custom viewer indicates when guidelines can be erased and provides hints for drawing in perspective and object contours.
Viewpoint. We use the user specified viewpoint to customize the tutorial as follows: (i) Although primitive ordering is determined based on anchoring strategies, multiple primitives can anchor from the same parent, resulting in a tie. We break such ties by first choosing the primitive that is closest to the user from the indicated viewing position. (ii) The selected viewpoint can make some guidelines cumbersome to draw because of limited space on the projected area of a primitive face. We identify such instances by thresholding based on Ap/k, where Ap indicates the projected area and k the number of guides necessary to draw the primitive. If a primitive falls below a threshold of 0.01, we ask the user to simply 'eyeball' the primitive without drawing intermediate guides. (iii) Finally, a segment that is occluded and its primitive does not help anchor any other visible primitive is deemed unnecessary and hence is left out from the generated tutorial.
User ability. We adapt our tutorials to different sketching abilities by classifying the various guidelines as suitable for novice, apprentice, or master users. For example, dividing a face of a primitive into halves requires three guidelines. A novice is shown all the three, an apprentice only the 1 ⁄2 line itself, and a master is not provided with any intermediate guidance. Note that in all cases, the user is instructed to divide the highlighted face into half by a text label in the viewer (see Figure 8) .
Guide lifetime. In order to reduce the amount of guidelines on a sketch at any point in time, we determine each guide's lifetime to inform the users when a guide can be safely erased. To this end, we first go over the list of generated guidelines to identify the equivalent ones, and store their lifetime, i.e., when they first appear and when they are last used. During the tutorial, a guideline is drawn in orange when it first appears. If the guideline is used in any later step, it is changed to blue. After the last step a guide is used, it is no longer shown. As a result, users do not have to unnecessarily erase/redraw guides, which helps to reduce clutter as they sketch (see Figure 9 ).
Vanishing points and ellipses. Vanishing lines and vanishing points are indicated with respect to the paper boundary (shown as green corners) to help users better position the lines. We additionally guide users in sketching ellipses on a primitive face by using guides to the vanishing points. These guides intersect with the edges of the face at the perspective mid-points, which are the points where the ellipse should touch the face of the primitive.
Contour ordering. Once the user has sketched the scaffolding and ellipses, we guide them to sketch the contours. We progressively display contours on the modified underlying model segments, following the order determined by the primitives. Already drawn parts are used to determine occlusion for the new primitives, thus reducing clutter (see Figure 1) . Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Figure 9 : Guide lifetime. Guides first appear in orange (left). In subsequent steps guides that are no longer required are removed, while those that are to be reused are marked in blue (middle, right).
Interface. H2S tutorials can be presented in a few different forms. They can be navigated using an interactive interface, they can be printed (see supplementary material), or sequenced into a tutorial video. Text instructions can be synthesized, as needed.
Results and Discussion
We used How2Sketch to generate sketching tutorials for four manmade objects -a Digital SLR Camera, Kitchen Mixer, Train, and Paint Roller. For these models, numerous tutorials depending on viewpoint and user ability can be generated. Parts of the tutorials are shown in Figure 10 (see supplementary material for full sequences). We encourage the readers to compare How2Sketch tutorials with existing online tutorials (e.g., Draw-A-Box [2016] ). Each tutorial takes between 15 and 45 minutes (across the users who used the system) to complete due to their varying complexity. The small changes made to the input geometry by the method are illustrated in Figure 11 . As desired, the alterations to geometry are subtle but now enable simple anchoring strategies based on the altered segment bounding boxes (also shown).
As demonstrated in Figure 10 , our tutorials follow a coarse-to-fine strategy, starting with a single primitive that can be used to anchor subsequent primitives. Figure 10a shows excerpts from a tutorial sequence with master-user ability. Here, the grip of the camera is anchored on the edges of the camera body and a 1 ⁄4 guide. Additionally, the grip and flash are both extended by one half the depth of the main body. The lens, an example of a second level anchoring, uses the flash for anchoring by extruding 1×. Guides for ellipses are provided before contours are drawn.
In the paint roller tutorial in Figure 10b the handle anchors the roller using the common bisector plane. The top edge of the roller is 1× the length of the handle. The bottom edge is 1 ⁄2× the length of the handle but due to the limited projected area and number of guides otherwise required, the step is unguided (as per Section 5).
Figures 1 and 10c both show novice-level tutorials for the food mixer but from different viewpoints. The plane primitive for the base of the mixer anchors the bowl using a planar relation and 1 ⁄2 guide. The common bisector plane between the base and the main body of the mixer is used for anchoring the length of the main body. The bisector plane is first drawn before being extended in both directions to create the cuboid primitive. The Mixer's stand is an example of a primitive with two parents, being anchored off both the main body and base. Difference in viewpoint between the two tutorials means that as one of the knobs is occluded from the view chosen in Figure 10c , it is omitted from the tutorial (see Section 5).
The train example, Figure 10d , anchors the second carriage as 1× the length of the first carriage and the top edge of the wheels using the 1 ⁄4 guide on the vertical axis of the first carriage. The driver's compartment is unguided.
Limitations. H2S only makes small changes to the input geometry. However, small gaps between object parts can have important semantic meaning. An example of this can be seen in Figure 11 where the main body of the mixer and the stand separate slightly in the adjusted version. We know these two segments would be joined by a hinge making such an adjustment unrealistic. Symmetry or regular structure can similarly be lost from the small geometry changes. An example of this is the roller in Figure 11 , which ceases to be a perfect cylinder. Note that most of these violations are difficult to spot unaided and tend to get masked by drawing inaccuracies. Finally we find relations from the input segments but do not allow adjustments in geometry to create a relation that was not already present. In the future, we might enable such changes to allow for an even wider range of candidates.
Evaluation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the H2S tutorials, we compare to a simple step-by-step tutorial that shows scaffolding primitives for each part of the object but does not simplify the sizes or locations of the primitives to make them easier to draw. In this Basic tutorial type, the scaffolding primitives are shown in order from largest to smallest with a base primitive anchored to the ground plane. No guidelines are shown. Please see the supplemental materials for the complete tutorials used in the study.
Participants. We recruited 10 participants (ages 18-55, 6 men, 4 women) with varied expertise in drawing. Two participants reported negligible drawing experience, four reported drawing once in a while, and four reported drawing at least once a month. Three had taken college-level art classes or private/non-accredited art classes. When asked (free-form) what they found most challenging about drawing, 4 mentioned perspective, proportions, scale, and relative positions. When asked to rate their drawing skills on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (great), only 4 people rated their drawing skills above 2.
Methodology. In advance, each participant filled out an introductory questionnaire about their experience with drawing. Upon arrival, each participant was told that they will be asked to draw two objects, a camera and a mixer, using two different tutorials. Participants always followed a H2S tutorial first to disadvantage H2S to any learning effect. The two objects (camera and mixer) counterbalanced with half of the participants using the H2S tutorial type for the camera and half using the H2S tutorial for the mixer. The H2S tutorial was set to the novice ability for all the participants.
Before the H2S tutorial, participants were given a written handout (see supplemental material) that described how to draw construction lines for 1 ⁄2, 1 ⁄4, and 1 ⁄3 guidelines and extending planes (see Figure 4 ). This written tutorial was designed to give them context for what they would encounter in the H2S condition.
Both the Basic and H2S tutorials were followed using a 13" laptop; participants used the trackpad to advance forward and backward through the tutorial. All drawings were done on paper. Each participant was given two pencils (HB, 0.3mm and 0.7mm). They were allowed to use a provided straight-edge and eraser. For creating each drawing, the participants were given a sheet of paper that included the vanishing points and the ground plane of the first primitive. This initial anchoring allowed us to easily compare drawings across users. All users drew the scaffolding primitives first on the calibrated paper. For drawing the final contours of the object, the moderator attached a transparent sheet to the paper with the scaffolding. This allowed for easier digitization and separately compare the contour drawings and the scaffolding primitives across users.
Participant filled out a questionnaire after drawing each object, indicating their level of satisfaction with their drawing (1 -not at all, 5 -very much), perceived accuracy of their drawing (1 -not at all accurate, 5 -very accurate), enjoyment with the tutorial experience (1 -not at all, 5 -very much), and ease of following the tutorial steps (1 -not at all easy, 5 -very easy). They also gave free-form responses about what they liked about each tutorial type and how it could be improved. At the end of the study, subjects were asked which tutorial type they preferred (Basic or How2Sketch). We referred to the Basic tutorial type as the tutorial without guides and the H2S tutorial type as the tutorial with guides. Each participant was given a $25 gift card for his/her time.
User feedback. Nine out of ten participants preferred the H2S tutorial over the Basic tutorial. For each of the four questions, the users preferred H2S over the Basic tutorial (see Figure 12 ). there was no interaction between tutorial type and object drawn.
Evaluating sketch quality. Figure 13 overlays the registered user sketches from the different conditions on the original model for the condition (e.g., H2S model after part level adjustments). While variation in contour placement is evident in both tutorial types, the variation in the basic tutorial sketches is greater.
In the camera tutorials the basic version starts with the ground plane for the lens and H2S with the ground plane of the main body. With this anchoring in the basic tutorial sketches, the width and length of the lens are accurate. However, the lens height and the other three primitives have a variety of errors in proportion and part placement.
Comparing with H2S sketches, there are similar variations in the height of the main body. However, the guided steps for the grip and lens show reasonable consistency in positioning across the users. For the Mixer sketches -where both tutorials start with the base plane of the mixer -there is much more consistency of object part placements across users with the H2S.
As further validation, we conducted an additional user study using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). In the study, we presented users with two sketches of the same object type overlaid and registered to their condition specific model (see supplementary material). The two pairs of object could be from the same or different tutorial To evaluate the results further, we performed pairwise comparisons using the Bradley-Terry model. We plot probability histograms for both objects in Figure 14 . The bottom axis is the probability of being judged more accurate in a pairwise comparison. The left axis is the number of pairwise comparisons that has this probability. Visually we observe H2S tutorials -in both object types -are more likely to be perceived as having higher accuracy.
Scaffold accuracy. To numerically evaluate accuracy we use the corners of the scaffolding primitives. We first rectify the scanned sketches into a normalised coordinate space using the corner registration marks on the paper. For both conditions, we manually marked the 32 corner landmarks and 40 corner landmarks of all scaffolding primitives in the Camera example and the Mixer example, respectively.
For each point, in each condition across users, we computed a mean position, standard deviation, and distance of the mean from ground-truth in 2D (Error) (see Figure 15 ). Standard deviations across conditions were similar, which we take to suggest comparable user drawing skills across conditions. For the Camera example, 2D drawing error was 71% higher in the Basic condition compared with H2S (highly significant with p<2E-10 using two-way ANOVA). For the Mixer example the error was only 3.5% higher in the basic tutorial and was not statistically significant. We explain the variation across objects as follows: The predominant guidance in the Mixer H2S sequence is that many of the primitives share a common bisector plane. There is, however, no guidance for the height of the primitives. Thus it is unsurprising that the scaffold corners are not accurate compared to ground truth, as many primitives accuracy rely solely on getting the height of another primitive correct (see Figure 15b) . We believe the guidance for the common bisector plane helps with the alignment and perspective of the sketch, hence the perceived accuracy improvement in the H2S condition from the AMT user study. In the Camera H2S sequence there are no primitives that are solely dependent on a parent primitive with an unguided axis, therefore the users are more accurate at drawing the scaffolding (see Figure 15a ).
Limitations. Our user study has two potential sources of bias: (i) By having users follow H2S tutorials first we intended to disadvantage H2S against a learning effect, however, this could have potentially introduced a bias in our user feedback regarding enjoyment and satisfaction. (ii) By providing users with a tutorial on how to use construction lines it could imply that construction lines are good practice, therefore the absence of construction lines in the Basic tutorial could have biased the users. In future studies randomizing the ordering of tutorials may help avoid these issues.
Conclusion
We presented How2Sketch, a system that automatically generates easy-to-follow tutorials for drawing part-segmented man-made 3D objects from selected views. We evaluated our system using a user study, and found that sketches made by following H2S tutorials had more accurate proportions and relative part placements compared to a basic step-by-step tutorial with scaffolding primitives. Users preferred the H2S tutorials over the basic tutorial, giving significantly higher ratings for satisfaction, accuracy, and enjoyment.
One possible future direction is to provide stroke level support to help users draw the final object contours, possibly by explicitly providing guidelines with respect to the scaffold primitives. Another direction would to explore new types of guidelines that can help reduce the number of unguided steps in a tutorial. A very interesting future question is to investigate if H2S really teaches users to sketch better by drawing "what you know." While this is the ultimate goal of any sketching tutorial, answering this question will require a much more involved user study where we have to track and quantify user-specific improvements.
